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Forward Looking Statements
Certain information regarding the Company contained herein may constitute forward-looking statements
within the meaning of applicable securities laws. Forward-looking statements may include estimates, plans,
expectations, opinions, forecasts, projections, guidance or other statements that are not statements of fact.
Although the Company believes that the expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements are
reasonable, it can give no assurance that such expectations will prove to have been correct. The Company
cautions that actual performance will be affected by a number of factors, many of which are beyond the
Company’s control, and that future events and results may vary substantially and materially from what the
Company currently foresees.
This presentation does not constitute or form part of any offer for sale or solicitation of any offer to buy or
subscribe for any securities in Precipitate Gold Corp., nor shall it or any part of it form the basis of or be
relied on in connection with or act as any inducement to enter into any contract or commitment whatsoever.
No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information or opinions contained in this
presentation or on any other document or oral statement or on the completeness accuracy or fairness of
any such information and/or opinions. No undertaking, representation, warranty or other assurance express
or implied is made or given by or on behalf of Precipitate Gold Corp. or any of its directors, employees or
advisors, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in this presentation
and, save in the case of fraud, no responsibility or liability is accepted by any of them for any such
information or opinions or for any errors, omissions, misstatements, negligence or otherwise contained or
referred to in this presentation. The contents of this presentation have not been approved by an authorized
person.
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Introduction

District-Scale
Strategic Land Positions in the
Dominican Republic’s
Two Most Prospective and Active

Gold
Mining and Exploration Camps
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Share Structure
Trading Symbols

PREIF, PRG.V

Issued and Outstanding Shares

105.7M

Fully Diluted Shares (all Options & Warrants in the Money)

118.5M

Recent Share Price on TSX Venture Exchange
Market Capitalization at $0.37

Working Capital (approx. as at April 17, 2020)
Barrick Gold Corp.
Strategic Metals Ltd.
Management, Founders, Insiders

$0.37
~$35.0M

~$2.3M
12%
19.9%
8%
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12 months Stock Chart
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Directors & Management
Adrian Fleming
Chairman, Director

Jeffrey Wilson
President & CEO, Director

Quinton Hennigh
Director

Alistair Waddell
Director

Lon Shaver
Director

Michael Moore
VP Exploration

Geologist with 40 years experience. Responsible for discovery of Underworld
Resources’ White Gold deposit. Underworld bought by Kinross for $139.0M in 2010.
Founding Director of Northern Empire bought by Coeur Mining for $117.M. Current
Director of multiple resource-focused public companies
25 years experience in mining sector. Background in IR and finance. Past Director
Welcome Opportunities (purchased by Endeavour Mining 2002) and involved in the
formation of Silver Quest Res. (bought by New Gold in 2012 for a value of
$130.0M). Former VP at Geologix Explorations.
Economic Geologist (PhD) and CEO of Novo Resources. Prior roles with Homestake,
Newcrest and Newmont. Led Gold Canyon’s exploration at Springpole project near
Red Lake, Ontario. Current Director of multiple resource-focused public companies
Former President/CEO of GoldQuest Mining Corp. Former VP, Greenfields Exploration
for Kinross Gold Corp. Current President and CEO of Inflection Resources.
Vice President Silvercorp Mining. Former Investment Banker at Raymond James and
former roles as a sell-side mining analyst, public/private company CFO, and
independent consultant providing advisory services to mining clients.
29 years experience including various VMS & Gold systems in Dominican Republic,
Canada, United States, Cuba, Ghana, Greenland and Archean nickel-PGM in Nunavut
and manto-CRD type systems in Mexico.
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Additional Key Personnel
Mr. Mejico Angeles-Lithgow
Advisor

A Dominican national who, until March 2018 held the position of President and
Executive Director of the Barrick-Pueblo Viejo mining operation in the
Dominican Republic, which is the single largest investment in the country’s
economic history.
Mr. Angeles-Lithgow worked at Barrick-Pueblo Viejo for nearly 11 years,
having held the position of Director of Government Affairs before being promoted
to President and Executive Director.
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Gold’s Role in the Dominican Republic
Possible Remedy for Economic Destruction by Covid-19
"Gold producing countries have, in this situation, an important
advantage that they must take advantage of to lessen the effects of
the crisis," argued Isa Conde, highlighting the importance of continuing
to exploit gold as a non-renewable resource.
"Metal mining, especially gold mining, is a lever that can help us
raise our economy …”
Antonio Isa Conde

Diario Libre (news publication), published April 16,2020

Minister of Energy and Mines,
Dominican Republic

“ ….in the midst of the coronavirus health crisis and the economic
chaos caused by social isolation, Dominican metal mining has
shown to be an essential part of the economy, currently generating
essential wealth to survive, so it could play a role very important in
recovery.”
"There is no doubt that when the coronavirus disappears, mining
will continue its essential role in our economy”
Víctor Santos Suriel
Former President of the
Dominican Society of Geology

Hoy Digital (news publication), published April 22,2020
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Dominican Republic
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Strategic Land Position
Adjoining Barrick’s Pueblo Viejo
•

Largest active gold mining operation in Latin
America; top 5 largest in the world

•

13.4 million ounces gold, 74.4 Moz silver, and
298.5 million pounds copper (measured and
indicated mineral resource from 169.5 million
tons grading 2.46 g/t gold, 13.66 g/t silver and
0.08% copper)*

•

2018 annual production ~ 581,000 ounces gold
at $US 623 all-in-sustaining cost per ounce**

•

$4.3.billion project infrastructure investment

•

Additional $1.0 billion investment announced
2019

•

Single largest contributor to Dominican
Republic’s economy
*Based on: 2017 production figures -Thomson Reuters and stats released
by gold miners. **March 2018, NI 43-101 report.
***Based on projected annual 2019 production, Barrick website
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Barrick’s Pueblo Grande Earn-In
BARRICK GOLD CORP. can earn a 70% interest by:

•

Incurring a minimum of US$10.0 million in six
years as follows:
o US$2.0 million before the second anniversary,
with a US$1.0 million guaranteed minimum;
o US$3.5 million in aggregate before the third
anniversary;
o US$5.0 million in aggregate before the fourth
anniversary;
o US$7.0 million in aggregate before the fifth
anniversary; and
o US$10.0 million in aggregate before the sixth
anniversary; and
o Complete a minimum 7,500 metres of drilling
before the sixth anniversary;

•

Delivering a qualifying Pre-Feasibility Study
before the sixth anniversary
•

Barrick to provide or arrange PRG’s 30% of
mine construction finance contribution
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Pueblo Grande & Ponton Projects
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Pueblo Grande & Ponton Geology
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Ponton Project - Multiple Zones
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Ponton Gold Geochemistry
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Copey Hill Gold Geochem Anomaly

▪ Robust gold anomaly
▪ 1,300m x 1,000m

▪ Two distinct zones of interest
▪ Rock sample grading 53.0 g/t
Au and 43.0 g/t Ag
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Copey Hill Rock Sample
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Copey Hill Multi-Element Geochem

▪ Multi-element soil
anomaly

▪ Epithermal affinities
▪ Coincidental/overlapping
gold, silver, arsenic,
mercury, antimony, and

thallium
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Ponton Project Summary
Ponton Project Highlights
▪ 1,300m by 1,000m surface soil-rock
geochemical anomaly, (gold, silver, arsenic,
mercury, antimony and thallium);
▪ Rock sampling gold values to 53.0 g/t Au and
43.0 g/t Ag, associated with fine grain silica (+/pyrite) veins, often with boxwork and cockscomb
textures;
▪ Large distinctive areas of white clay argillic alteration;

▪ Proximal to the Majagual Copper-Gold porphyry system 2.5 km to the northeast;
▪ Hosted in Los Ranchos Formation volcanics, similar to the host rocks at the Pueblo
Viejo Gold Mine located about 35 kilometres to the west; and
▪ Excellent logistics and road access, with a high-power electrical line bisecting the property.
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Juan de Herrera Project
Adjacent to GoldQuest Mining’s Romero Project
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Juan de Herrera Project - Targets
Secondary Asset Represents Optionality

GoldQuest’s Romero
~2.5Moz AuEq
7.03M tonnes containing:
840,000 oz Gold
980,000 oz Silver
136M lbs Copper

Multiple Target Areas
Several existing and emerging prospective
targets warrant ongoing follow-up and possible
future drill testing
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Additional Targets Throughout Project

Multiple Geochemical and
Geophysical Anomalies
17,000 Soil Samples; 14,000
Scanned with XRF
Significant Base Metal
Values Showing VMS
Characteristics
Multiple PERMITTED Drillworthy Targets
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District Scale Potential
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Juan de Herrera Project Summary
Juan de Herrera Project Highlights
▪ Adjacent to 2.5M oz EqAu deposit at PFS
stage Romero Project;
▪ Prolific mineralized belt with significant under
tested exploration potential;
▪ Fully permitted for drilling at ALL prospective
Precipitate targets
▪ Multiple advanced target areas ready for drilling; extensive geochem, sampling, mapping
and geophysics all completed, compiled and evaluated;
▪ Significant number of prioritized soil samples not yet submitted for assay;
▪ New Presidential political environment bodes well for mining and opens opportunity to reactive work programs at project
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Positioned for Drilling
Drill Equipment and Inventory

DRILL ACQUISITION
• Up to 5 man-portable drill rigs
• 50% of acquisition costs and ongoing
holding costs contributed by
GoldQuest Mining
• Retained an experienced in-country
crew

• Streamlined costs per metre; no
overhead or standby
• Ongoing access to drills for future
programs
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Summary
Strategic Land Positions Poised for Activation and Drilling
Pueblo Grande Project (owned 100%):
▪

Earn-in Agreement With Barrick Gold Corp. Allowing Barrick to Earn a 70% Interest in Pueblo Grande
- US$10M Minimum Expenditure Within 6 Years;
- Minimum 7,500 metres Drilling; and
- Delivery of Pre-feasibility Study

Ponton Project (owned 100%):
▪

Significant Epithermal Target Area Warranting Ongoing Advancement Toward Drilling

▪

Conduct Additional Mapping and Sampling to Extend Copey Hill Geochemical Grid

▪

Conduct Ground Magnetics Over Copey Hill Anomaly (PRG Mag Gear in Country)

▪

Drill Permit Applications Submitted; Access to in-Country, Company-owned Drills for Low-cost Drilling

Juan de Herrera Project (owned 100%):
▪

Strategically Located Immediately Adjacent to Goldquest Mining’s Romero Project

▪

Outlook for Romero Permitting Appears to be Improving

▪

Multiple Advanced and Highly Prospective Drill Targets; Many with Drill Permits

▪

Potential to Deploy Company-owned Drills to Test Multiple Advanced-staged and Drill-permitted
Prospective Targets Areas
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Jeffrey Wilson
CEO & President
jwilson@precipitategold.com

Michael Moore
Vice President, Exploration
mmoore@precipitategold.com

Precipitate Gold Corp.
625 Howe Street, Suite 1020
Vancouver, BC V6C 2T6
Canada

Telephone:

604-558-0335

Toll Free:

855-558-0335
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